It’s hard to believe Camp Invention® is coming to an end, but we’re so glad you and your child were part of the fun! We hope they had an incredible time inventing, creating and collaborating with friends this week! Even though today is the last day of camp, the skills learned and memories made are sure to last a lifetime.

### TIME TO CELEBRATE A WEEK OF INVENTING!

**ROAD RALLY**

Start your engines, it’s Super Road Rally time! We rolled through different Pit Stops and completed challenges to showcase our unique vehicles. It was awesome to discover the power of nature-inspired design and engineering as we created our morphing vehicles. **Ask your innovator about their favorite Pit Stop.**

**OPEN MIC**

After crafting our invention pitches, we stepped up to the mic and shared what makes our creations unique and innovative! We practiced and delivered our pitches to land a deal. We are ready to use our ideas and voices to make our mark on the world! **What part of the Camp Invention Design Thinking Process™ did your innovator enjoy the most?**

**SolarBot**

In our grand finale, we investigated cricket wings and discovered how they make a chirping sound. We applied our cricket anatomy knowledge to create DIY instruments inspired by cricket chirps. Finally, we showed off our new wings by competing in a musical Chirp-Off. **Ask your instrument designer what inspired them the most about crickets this week.**

**DUCK CHUCK**

The culmination of our efforts this week has paid off. It was finally time to show off our duck-chucking devices! We fine-tuned our invention prototypes and created quack-tastic marketing campaigns. We made a splash as we explored geography and successfully navigated our international ducks back to their home ponds. **Ask your duck-chucking device designer about their favorite challenge from the week.**

### CONNECTION QUESTIONS

1. What was the most exciting activity at Camp Invention?
2. What do you hope to do at Camp Invention next year?
3. How can you create Camp Invention at home?

For more information, visit invent.org/camp or call 800-968-4332.
YOU CAN EARN REWARDS WHEN YOU SHARE THE FUN OF CAMP!

What could make the Camp Invention experience even better? Sharing it with friends and family!

No matter where they live, your friends can find a Camp Invention program that works for them. They’ll save on all the fun and learning, and you’ll receive unlimited rewards by taking three simple steps:

JOIN
Visit invent.org/friend to find all our Refer a Friend program details. When you enter your email, you’ll get a unique link and exclusive savings code others can use to register for camp.

SHARE
Email, text and share your unique link with your friends, family and social networks.

EARN
Each time a new family registers for camp using your link, you’ll receive an Amazon.com Gift Card via email. You’ll receive $10 for the first family and $5 for every family after that. There’s no limit to how much you can earn!

Each reward is our thanks for helping us reach even more children and inspire young innovators through hands-on fun!

We hope your camper had a fun, inspiring, confidence-building week at Camp Invention!